
MONS DANSA, IN MAY, WILL BE IN DIFFERENT LOCATIONS WITH TWO OF 

   Wabi- Sabi  

- The company Mons Dansa will perform different performances of the 
be at the Teatro Principal of Arenys de Mar
11 h; on 22, at the Teatro Cirvianum
24, at the Eliseu Theater in Roda de Ter, 
 

Wabi-Sabi Synopsis: 

How many stories are crumpled up on the paper that illustrators, writers and poets throw into the wastepaper 
basket? These stories lie dormant on the paper, waiting for someone to come and re
they manage to escape and float off in search of another mind that gives them free rein. Concealed, broken 
and crumpled stories... Paper stories… Will we unleash them? 

 

-Minimón will be on May 16, at the Teatre Auditori de Bigues i R
L'Aliança of Lliçà d'Amunt, at 9.45 and 11 
 
Minimón Synopsis: 

Where do all the made-up stories go? Lua loves discovering things that are hidden in children’s bedrooms. 
She loves climbing in from the wardrobe 
from little boys’ and girls’ heads while they play and that are hidden in the corners, under the sheets, in the 
drawers or that float around in the air.
 
 

 
 
 

, WILL BE IN DIFFERENT LOCATIONS WITH TWO OF 
HIS SHOWS 

 

     Minimón 

The company Mons Dansa will perform different performances of the Wabi-Sabi
de Mar, at 11 h; on 14, at the Ateneu of Vilassar de Mar

at the Teatro Cirvianum, in Torelló, at 10.30 am; on 23, at L'Atlàntida of
e Eliseu Theater in Roda de Ter, at 10.30 am; and on 30, at La Sala of Argentona

How many stories are crumpled up on the paper that illustrators, writers and poets throw into the wastepaper 
basket? These stories lie dormant on the paper, waiting for someone to come and re
they manage to escape and float off in search of another mind that gives them free rein. Concealed, broken 
and crumpled stories... Paper stories… Will we unleash them?  

at the Teatre Auditori de Bigues i Riells, at 9.45 and 11 
d'Amunt, at 9.45 and 11 h. 

up stories go? Lua loves discovering things that are hidden in children’s bedrooms. 
She loves climbing in from the wardrobe when they leave the room and finding all those fantasies that seep 
from little boys’ and girls’ heads while they play and that are hidden in the corners, under the sheets, in the 
drawers or that float around in the air. 

 

, WILL BE IN DIFFERENT LOCATIONS WITH TWO OF 

 

 

Sabi show in May. On 7, will 
Vilassar de Mar, at 9.45 and at 

, at L'Atlàntida of Vic, at 10.30 am; on 
Argentona, at 10:30 am. 

How many stories are crumpled up on the paper that illustrators, writers and poets throw into the wastepaper 
basket? These stories lie dormant on the paper, waiting for someone to come and rescue them... At times, 
they manage to escape and float off in search of another mind that gives them free rein. Concealed, broken 

45 and 11 h; and on 17, at 

up stories go? Lua loves discovering things that are hidden in children’s bedrooms. 
when they leave the room and finding all those fantasies that seep 

from little boys’ and girls’ heads while they play and that are hidden in the corners, under the sheets, in the 

 


